
Northern Light® 
Rebel Cap Lamp

Features of the NLT Rebel:

•

Note: Technical specifications are subject to change without notice.

f

The industrial workhorse cap lamp.

Cordless light weight cap lamp in an IP 67 enclosure

Main LED has two light settings that allow for a high 
light output 17000 lux and a medium light output 5000 
lux 

Secondary LED for auxillary or emergency use. 

5 hour battery life with high light beam setting and 20 
hour battery life with medium light beam setting

Field servicable by NLT distributor

Any NLT charging infrastructure can be retrofitted for 
the NLT Polaris

•

•

•

Cell capacity Lux output Discharge time Weight

2.6Ah 17000 lux (high beam) 5hr 170g (6 oz)

The Northern Light® Rebel is NLT's’ rugged, cordless 
cap lamp designed for outdoor and industrial 
applications.

The tough, high powered and hands-free Northern 
Light® Rebel is compact in design and provides five 
hours of constant high beam light, or up to 20 hours 
at medium output,  With a bulb that lasts for at least 
20,000 hours. The Rebel is a portable, all-in-one LED 
cap lamp with three light settings, including a super-
high 17,000 Lux beam.

Color filters allow for for maximum light and visibility 
while the light source includes a patented lens for 
the ultimate light output and a perfectly focused 
spot. The high-powered lithium ion battery can be 
recharged over 500 times, reducing unnecessary 
waste and saving you money. The Northern Light® 
Rebel is mountable to a wide variety of gear, 
including hats, helmets, belts, clothing, machinery, 
and vehicles. 

The Northern Light® Rebel battery is now field 
replaceable by your authorized NLT distributor.
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2.6Ah 4800 lux (low beam) 20hr 170g (6 oz)

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Contact: Josh Johnson
Email: jj@carrollengineeringco.com 
Phone: 865-859-9839
www.carrolltechnologiesgroup.com


